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BILATERAL MEETINGS
Friday (02:00 pm - 07.00 pm) Please add the cooperation

profile

Saturday (10:00 am - 01:00 pm) Please add the cooperation
profile

DESCRIPTION "The commitment, dedication and continued to believe in
what you want to achieve, has brought me, my family and the
company to achieve great things" "The commitment,
dedication and continued to believe in what you want to
Achieve, he brought` me, my family and the company to
Achieve great things "The Maltese company that for six
generations with passion and dedication to work in the
cultivation of the vine, is located in that part of western Sicily,
where the horizon are seen rolling hills and expanses of
plains coming in a warm sea. The sun, the sea, the earth and
the wind remain etched in the minds of everyone who comes
to visit this Earth. A place with thousands of years of history
behind it, expressed his deep Mediterranean beauty. Its
origins date back to around 1800, when a small family owned
a few acres, led by grandmother Cardeddra (nickname given
to the Maltese family which means "wild grass" that the lady
loved to clean between the rows), which by the way of duty
and sacrifice, overcoming the difficulties of the time and
prejudice being a woman, was able to carry on the small
business that will be sold over the years to his 14 children.
Gianfranco, the current conductor, gives life to his intentions
at the end of 2004, and now with the continuation of
generations, the farm Maltese is a solid farm that keeps a
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family, a 'prudent qualitative idea that seeks to surrender to
every production. In respect to traditional Sicilian peasant
and his previous generations, choose to use cultivation
techniques which aim to protect the environment, thus
beginning a journey that takes him today to be able to boast
its own production under the brand name of Organic
Agriculture.

ORGANIZATION TYPE SMEs

AREAS OF ACTIVITIES AGRO-FOOD MANUFACTURING, FOOD SECURITY,
SAFETY AND QUALITY CONTROL, FOOD TRACEABILITY,
FOOD CONSERVATION AND SHELF LIFE

Business Request
WINE & FOOD
ricerca di aprire rapporti commerciali con Importatori/Distributori e dettaglianti di food

COOPERATION OFFERED
Sales / Distribution1.
Manufacturing agreement2.
Technical co-operation3.

COOPERATION REQUESTED
Sales / Distribution1.
Manufacturing agreement2.
License agreement3.
Technical co-operation4.


